
Memorials

The purpose of this book is to preserve the words on memorials which for the most part are in or 
around Warren Michigan.  Looking at most communities it appears that often no one had taken the time 
to record this history. Things change memorials get moved, weathered or as in the case of communities 
like Warren Michigan get stolen.  Then future generations have no resource to see what was on them.

Two people did this 
secretly without just 

cause, without vote of 
Village Commission 

Historical Society or a 
public hearing, They 

do not own the 
markers, or the 

cemetery. They robbed Warren's unknown soldier memorial from a grave and they stole a memorial 
that listed Warren soldiers who are buried there. This was the only memorial showing the names of 

these soldiers. Nothing was found wrong with these memorials in a later public meeting   And they 
stole the memorial to all veterans and to those who died on attacks on our country (Pearl Harbor 

affected many families) and 9-11 (including over 400 policemen and firemen among the 3000 killed) 
and they stole another that told what our flag stood for and yet another that honors those many children 
and pioneers buried there without markers. These memorials were causing no harm. There is lots of 

room for them. They posed no threat. There is nothing disrespectful or wrong about these 
memorials. The memorials were there to honor men who died and to educate visitors especially young 

people who no longer learn about history in school.  
We veterans saw friends die. We served our country with honor and integrity. We feel it is wrong to 
steal memorials showing soldiers honored service to future generations. They at least earned their 
name on a granite stone.  Now visitors including young people will not be able to see who these 
soldiers were. Now many of our soldiers have no marker at all because the only one they had was 

stolen.  This was not done by the historical society but by two persons,without a vote of the 
membership. Taking property that is not yours is called stealing and when it is worth several thousand 

dollars it is grand larceny. It has been over a year and they have not returned them.  Stealing memorials 
that name our soldiers is worse than disgraceful. They are robbing our history left for our young people 
who no longer are taught history in school. No one should be allowed to steal memorials they don't 
own out of a cemetery they don't own. We veterans feel that they have disrespected our soldiers, our 
flag and those who died on attacks to our country. These memorials were donated without cost to the 

city possibility by out of town descendents of those buried there. 
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We veterans are asking that The Warren Village Commission simply acknowledge that these 
memorials are not a threat to anyone, harm no one, honor our Warren Soldiers many of which 
are buried in Warren Union Cemetery which has lots of room for them and does so without cost 
to the city. We also ask that the people who removed them without public notice or the vote of The 
Village Commission simply return them without cost to the city. This will also avoid costly and ugly 
legal battles supported by hundreds of veterans over the improper removal (grand larceny) and 
disrespecting of our soldiers. This simple and cost free action would make The Warren Village 
Commission heroes to thousands of Warren children, and veterans who look to them to preserve our 
Warren Village Historical and American Heritage to future generations.      This also fulfills the 
missions of The Warren Historical Commission, the society and Village Commission to preserve our 
history and educate future generations.  But if they choose to disrespect our soldiers and veterans and 
those who died defending our freedom and on attacks on our country let it be known that we (and there 
are hundreds of us ) will mount a campaign against those few disrespectors.  We veterans are not going 
to allow men and women who died to be disrespected and their history stolen from our local cemetery.  
Attention attorneys we are looking for attorneys who are willing to help us fight this cause. We 
are willing to do fund raising to pay you. We are looking for banks or organizations who are willing 
to accept donations directly to them for this cause. None of us is to accept funds rather they are to go 
directly to the banks. History will note whether these unpatriotic disrespectors of those who died for 
our freedom shall be known as the Warren "Hysterical" grave robbing society, or shall be known as 
Historical Heroes who preserved our American Heritage, educated future generations and respected our 
soldiers. 

Most memorials which are in Warren Union Cemetery and St Clement Cemetery are shown in the 
respective books about them in historian Wesley Arnold's history series.  This is as of 2013 the most 
comprehensive compilation of Warren area history. All of these 30 books are donated by that historian 
for public use for the purpose of  preserving our history and our freedom.
  The need of this became evident when our schools stopped teaching history and our churches and 
historical groups failed to preserve our history over the soon to be 200 years of occupation by 
“civilized” humans.  The records of who is in Warren Union Cemetery  and the stories of most of our 
fore bearers have been ignored and lost.

Groups will be first followed by alphabetical listing of individuals.

The definition of memorial shall not be limited here to stones although that will be the content of most 
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of the following.  There were memorials on wood, metal and now some are electronic.  The one below 
was painted wood.  Trying to discover location.  It ended up being taken down and eventually 
destroyed.

In the 1940s a memorial was dedicated to our World War II soldiers and placed as the base of the flag 
pole.  Later it was moved to the VFW Menge post.  Here it is below.  Closer up view below that.
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At VFW 3130 is a three part metal memorial. As follows:
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Space left here for the next one.  History teaches that wars keep happening.

Many of our soldiers who died for our freedom have been forgotten.  In many cases even their 
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names have been lost.  If they even had a grave 
stone many of those are gone.  Warren Michigan 
does not prosecute those who steal memorials from 
our cemeteries as witnessed by the seven or more 
memorials stolen by two grave robbers from 
Warren Union Cemetery.  Us veterans feel this was 
a crime against our soldiers.  These memorials 
were donated without cost to honor Warren boys 
who died.  They were harming no one and there 
was lots of room for them at Warren Union 
Cemetery where many of those named are interred. 
At least three were killed in France and have no 
marker here.  They and several other Warren boys 
who served honorably, deserve at least to have their 
names on a piece of granite here in their home  
town.  That memorial was stolen by two grave 
robbers.  Which means that their history and legacy 
has been stolen also.  Our young people who are no 
longer taught history in school and future 
generations will now not be able to see even those 
soldiers names.  We veterans who put our lives on 
the line feel that these robbers and the Warren 
Hysterical grave robbing society (a social clique)  
which supported this action have disrespected our 
soldiers and us veterans.  This was not done by not 
the full Warren Historical Society.  We surviving 
veterans who put our lives on the line for America's 
freedom are tired of being disrespected by ignorant 
low lifes such as these who are so unappreciative  
of the sacrifices made by thousands of us soldiers 
and so unpatriotic as to steal the legacy of those 
soldiers honored service from the hometown 
cemetery where most of them are buried.  It 
appears this was a power thing.  They stated that 
the families did not ask their permission. So what 
they do not own the cemetery.  The real reason was 
probably that they could not stand that others had 
done things they neglected to do and now they can't 
take credit for it.  Our dead heroes are disrespected 
and their legacy stolen. And as usual hardly anyone 
cares.  No wonder so many of us end up with 

suicide. There is virtually almost no such thing as 
an unwounded soldier of a war.  
Anger, tears, depression, death.  We are all going to 
die but at least we served America honorably and 
preserved our Freedom, and respected our friends 
who were killed.

And here is the person largely responsible for 
Veterans Park who actually paid for many of the 
bricks here.  Dottie Rowell
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The stone shown in its location above is contrasted 
below.

Lest we forget.

The United States has been attacked several times.  
Pearl Harbor and other attacks.

Most recently we have had cyber attacks in which 
valuable information was stolen.

Terrorist attacks around the world by Jihadi 
Islamists have killed at least 20,000 innocent 
peaceful people.  In addition to the 3,000 killed on 
9-11, 6,000 additional Americans have been killed 
as a result of these terrorist attacks.  There is no end 
in sight.  In fact they are increasingly getting more 
powerful weapons.
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